Celebrate your FREEDOM this 4th of July!

Have some FUN this 4th of July!
Packaged Shows

Super Community Aerial Display
$1,999 ($2,900 Value) This is the Big One—Double the Thrills!
Twice the size of the Community Aerial Display!

Community Aerial Display
$999 ($1,400 Value) Light up the Sky! Thrill and Excite
Your Community! Newly Designed! Only the Best!

Village Celebration
$499 ($675 Value) Totally exciting show at a budget price!

Armageddon
$399 ($470 Value) All Aerial Assortment!
Packed with an EXCALIBUR 24 Shot Mortar and Several Multi-Shots! All Display!
No little stuff! Perfect for your company picnic, family reunion or birthday surprise!
(Needs reboxed per hazardous material regulations.)

Late Night Show
$249 ($325 Value)
All Aerial Show. Family Display. Includes Large Mortar Kit and several Multi-Shots.

4th of July Party Special
$249 ($325 Value) For all you party animals! This incredible assortment is full of exploding color and thundering noise!

Family Fun Pak
$249 ($325 Value)
Fun for the Whole Family! An Assortment of everything with extra for the Kids!

Noise Maker
$199 ($250 Value) Best Ever!
Everything in this assortment is NOISY!
Includes: Exploding Mortars, the Loudest Multi-Shots, Exploding Roman Candles, Whistling Missile Batteries and Firecrackers!

Deluxe Community Aerial Display
$4,999 Big and Beautiful! Communities have asked for more! Here it is!
Loaded with the BEST and the BIGGEST!
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY!

Call GORILLA 1-800-770-6555
For delivery by July 4, please order by June 19th for small villages and June 25th for HUB communities.

Artillery Shells/Mortar Kits

Huge Flower Breaks over 100’ High!

★★★ Excalibur Giant shells shoot over 200’ in the air and explode in a dazzling array of color and brilliant stars. Each kit contains 24 totally different shells & four HDPE mortar tubes. TOTALLY AWESOME!

NEW Platinum Excalibur
24 5” canister shells with four HDPE tubes!
Bigger Breaks! Brighter Colors!

Goliath 36 Canister Shells with Six HDPE Mortar Tubes! Beautiful Triple, Double and Single Breaks!

★ Growler 24 HUGE 5” canister shells. Each Different! Four HDPE firing tubes!

★ Firearm 12 Canister Shells. Multiple Assorted Effects!

★ Makin Fire Triple Break 6 triple breaking shells with different effects!

★ Motion Maker/Eyes of Fire 6 LOUD shells with different effects.

★ One Inch Mini Magnum 6 shells. Each different.

Festival Balls Artillery
6 Shells. Multiple Effects! BUSH SPECIAL! Case of 15.
Call GORILLA 1-800-770-6555

For delivery by July 4, please order by June 19th for small villages and June 25th for HUB communities.
### Ordering Information:

Valley Shopping Service and Gorilla work together to bring fireworks to the Bush. VSS will pick up, pack your order, fill out Hazardous Material paperwork and ship your order. Gorilla Fireworks does not pack or ship your fireworks order. We recommend VSS. Of course you may hire any company to expedite your order.

- **Cost of Shipping:** Freight and expediting costs between $100 to $140 for a 40 lb. box. Additional weight usually costs between $0.78 and $2.23 more per pound, depending on the village.
- **Payment:** Gorilla Fireworks accepts checks, money orders, VISA, Mastercard, American Express and Discover. Please call in your order first to get the total including freight. Send your check or money order to arrive by June 19th for small villages or by June 25th for HUB communities to:
  - **Gorilla Fireworks**
  - P.O. Box 871906
  - Wasilla, AK 99687

You must be 21 or over to order. Purchaser acknowledges and certifies the fireworks are purchased in Houston, Alaska, for personal use in areas where the discharge is not prohibited. Not for resale. Any city officials requesting that fireworks not be shipped to their city should call Robert of VSS at (907) 232-8888.

IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR ANY PERSON TO SELL, POSSESS OR USE FIREWORKS WITHIN THE MUNICIPALITY OF ANCHORAGE. AMC 8.05.270A

---

### Firecrackers

| **Roll of 2,000** | **Brick of 2,000** 20 strings of 100 |
| **Roll of 1,000** |
| **40 packs of 16** (640 total brick) |
| **Case of 16,000 China Brand** |
| **Wonder Boys/Mighty Crackers** |
| **NEW Torpedo Fuseless Throw Down Crackers** |
| **Box of 20** 10 boxes 30 boxes |

---

### Roman Candles

| **Bag O’ Candles** Assorted Types and Sizes |
| **Beyond the Glory** RWB Assorted 5 ball |
| **Bubble Blaster** One Big Candle! 240 Shots |
| **Pyramid of Power** Assorted 10 ball |
| **★ Kapow** Assorted! Loud! 5 ball |
| **Flying Fish** Colorful! 5 ball |
| **Blue Thunder** 8 ball |
| **8 Assorted Effects** 10 ball |
| **★ Cracking Candle** 10 ball |
| **Case of 144 Assorted Premium 4-Packs** |

---

### Fountains

- **Assorted Fountains Hand Picked!**
- **Exodus XL Fountain Long Lasting!**
- **NEW Amazing XL! Colorful and Big!**
- **America’s Fountain Patriotic w/ Fish!**
- **Forget Me Not Red, Green and Peach!**
- **NEW Aloha Time Multicolored Lava! Quiet**
- **Raise Your Flag Colorful with Cracking!**
- **NEW Wiggle Wiggle Wiggle Crackles! Rain!**
- **Selfie Moment Big Crackling Mine!**
- **NEW Mid Summer Dream Mums!**
- **★ Sassy Sally Sparkly Loud Whistle!**

---

### Sparklers

- **★ 20” Gold Sparklers Highly Recommended!**
- **Box of 12** 12 boxes of 12
- **Morning Glories Fountain Type**
- **Color Sparklers** 12 boxes of 8
- **★ Neon Sparklers** 3 packs

---

### Novelties & Smoke

- **Throw Pops** 40 boxes of 50
  - **Case of 6/40/50**
- **Parachute Battalion Lots of Chutes!**
- **Ground Blooms Quiet and Colorful**
- **Friendship Pagoda** Spins and Pops Up!
- **Giant Crackling Ball Giant Bright Flashes!**
- **Cracking Balls Intense Bright!**
- **Speed Balls** Fun Zippy Color Balls
- **★ Mammoth Day Zippy Color Balls**
- **Flashing Signal** Ground Strobes
- **★ Hen Laying Eggs** Lays Fireballs!
- **Colored Snakes** 6 boxes of 6
- **Smoke Balls Assorted Colors!**
- **★ Chick Stick Pink** Two Pink Color Tubes
- **Family Bag Fireworks and Novelties. 3 sizes**

---

### Helicopters

- **★ BC Yellow Jackets LOUD!**
- **Magic Crystal Spins up Pretty!**
- **Small Bees Fun! 12 Boxes of 12**
- **★ Two Color Spaceship High Flying!**
- **Sunflower Color! Quiet! Large or Small**
- **Lady Bugs Spins, Flies, Colorful!**

---

### Call GORILLA 1-800-770-6555

For delivery by July 4, please order by June 19th for small villages and June 25th for HUB communities.

---

**FIREWORKS MAKE PEOPLE HAPPY**